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Assumptions: As HR/OP/AC professionals 
we should…

 …do stuff that addresses important 
business/organizational problems (not trivial 
issues)

 …do stuff that is more likely to work to 
address these problems (not stuff that is 
unlikely work or has little effect)

 Do you agree?  If so, how are we going to do 
that?
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Some more questions – write down your 
answers

1. What’s happened to average job tenure in the past 10 
years?  Up?  Down?  Stayed same? (UK & US)

2. Job satisfaction in past 15 years?  Up?  Down?  Stayed 
same? (UK & US)

3. Gig economy? More employees? Fewer employees? About 
the same? (UK & US)

4. % gain in validity of ACs above GMA (intelligence) in 
predicting job performance compared to % gain in validity 
from job experience (years) – ACs higher? Lower? About 
same?

5. Does the consensus approach (e.g., wash up) to AC scores 
give better, worse or about same prediction of job 
performance as simple arithmetic method (e.g., calculating 
average)
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Outline

 What is evidence-based practice?

 How do you do evidence-based practice?  It’s an 
approach, a way of thinking, involving a set of 
specific skills

 What gets in the way of evidence-based 
practice?

 Some (un)reasonable observations and 
conclusions

 What are the implications of evidence-based 
practice for AC practice?
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What is evidence-based practice?

 Working on your own, write down your 
definition or understanding [1 minute]
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Why evidence-based practice? The 
elevator pitch

 Decisions about both problems and solutions 
should be based on the best available evidence

 Evidence = relevant information and data = 
scientific findings, organizational/context data, 
personal experience, stakeholder perceptions

 All practitioners base their decisions on evidence 
but

– Limited attention to quality (and relevance) of 
evidence

– Limited sources and types of evidence
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Where did the idea of evidence-based 
practice come from?  Yes, it’s a ‘thing’!

 1990 Medicine

 1998 Education

 1998 Probation service

 1999 Housing policy

 1999 Social care

 1999 Regeneration policy and practice

 2000 Nursing

 2000 Criminal justice

 2005 Management and HR

 Work psychology?  ACs?
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What is evidence-based practice

 The conscientious (effort), explicit (clarity) 
and judicious (critical of quality) use of 
evidence from multiple sources to increase the 
likelihood of a favourable outcome

 It’s about the process

 It’s not about certainties (this will work)

 It’s is about probabilities and likelihoods

 It is about reducing uncertainty (given our 
context this is more likely to lead to the 
outcome we want than doing something else or 
doing nothing)
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What is evidence-based practice?

 Working on your own, write down your 
definition or understanding [1 minute]

 How was your definition similar or different?
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Example of evidence-based absence 
management

 Suppose you (or your HR client) have a 
hunch or some data suggesting that absence 
may be ‘too high’ (whatever that means)

 How would you approach from an evidence-
based practice approach?
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Element 1: Practitioners’ professional
expertise

 Identifying the problem
– Have I/we seen absence problems before?  What 

happened?
– Based on our experience, is the level of absence here 

a problem?
– What do I/we believe about causes of absence?

 Identifying solution (only if absence is a problem)
– Have I/we seen absence interventions before? What 

happened?
– What do I/we believe about absence interventions?
– Based on our experience, is the level of absence here 

a problem?  What are costs & benefits of 
intervening?

 How relevant and applicable and trustworthy is 
my/our expertise?
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Element 2: Organizational data

 Identifying the problem
– What actually is the absence rate?
– What type of absences and where?
– Are there patterns or trends in absence?
– Do data show how absence is a problem?

 Identifying solution (only if absence is a problem)
– What absence management is currently in place and 

is it working?
– What else is happening that might be affecting 

absence?
– Are there relationships between absence and other 

data?  Employee type?  Shift?  Department?

 How relevant and applicable and trustworthy are 
our organizational data?
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Element 3: Scientific literature

 Identifying the problem
– What are the average rates of absence in my sector 

and location – is the absence rate here ‘high’?
– What does systematically reviewed research evidence 

suggest are the problems with absence

 Identifying solution (only if absence is a problem)
– What does research evidence from systematic 

reviews suggest are major causes of absence?
– What does research evidence from systematic 

reviews suggest as effective absence interventions?

 How relevant and applicable and trustworthy are the 
scientific findings?
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Element 4: Stakeholders values and 
concerns

 Identifying the problem
– How do employees feel about and view the absence 

‘problem’?
– Do they see negative consequences?
– What do managers think about the problem?
– Do customers or clients or service users have a view?

 Identifying solution (only if absence is a problem)
– How do employees feel about and view the solutions?
– What do managers think about the solutions?
– What alternative explanations and proposed solutions 

do others have?

 How relevant and applicable and trustworthy is the 
evidence about stakeholder concerns?
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The challenge

 Nobody disagrees with evidence-based 
practice in principle

 So why isn’t it happening much (or at all)?
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What gets in the way of evidence-based 
practice in general?

 Misconceptions of EBP

 Strong and wrong beliefs

 Fads, fashions & (some) 
consultancies

 A lack of focus on a specific and well-
identified problem (or opportunity)

 Practitioners’ clients do not want 
evidence-based practice

 Individual and group cognitive biases

 Organizational politics/power

 Poor logic models/theories of change

 Over-claiming about the quality and 
quantity of evidence (critical appraisal 
essential)

 Career incentives

 Pre-enlightenment views

 Not necessarily a lack of or poor 
evidence – it’s about the best 
available evidence and a process

 Contexts in which practitioners’ 
practice is not evaluated (it doesn’t 
matter what they do)

 Good intentions (road to hell paved 
with)

 Erroneous belief that we already are
evidence-based (or evidence-based 
enough)

 Access to only some sources/types of 
evidence

 The perceived need for speed

 Crude benchmarking
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Misconceptions of evidence-based 
practice

 Practitioners can’t use their experience - it’s 
mostly about scientific/academic evidence

 It’s about the truth and proving things

 It’s about making perfectly-informed decisions 
using all the necessary information

 Gathering the evidence will give you The Answer

 It’s about new ‘cutting edge’ ideas and studies

 Experts/academics know all about the evidence 
so you just need to ask them

 It’s an academic versus practitioner thing
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A common misconception in work 
psychology and HR

 Evidence-based practice means simply applying widely-
used and ‘approved’ ‘best practice’ tools and techniques 
that have been researched (e.g., assessment centres, 
employee engagement surveys, leadership development, 
360 degree feedback, training, team development, 
coaching).  Absolutely NOT!

– What is the evidence for the problem the technique is aiming 
to fix?  Has there been a thorough initial assessment?

– Will it fix it better than other techniques?

– What are the costs and benefits here?

– How much valid evidence shows that this technique is, in 
general, effective?  Does it show that it will be effective here?

– Even using a technique which evidence shows might ‘work’ in 
some contexts in some ways is NOT evidence-based practice
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Strong and wrong beliefs

 It ain't what you don't know that gets you 
into trouble. It's what you know for sure that 
just ain't so.  (Mark Twain)

 The greatest enemy of knowledge is not 
ignorance, it is the illusion of knowledge
(Stephen Hawking)

 Ignorance is fine – false beliefs not so
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Some more questions – write down your 
answers

1. What’s happened to average job tenure in the past 10 
years?  Up?  Down?  Stayed same? (UK & US)

2. Job satisfaction in past 15 years?  Up?  Down?  Stayed 
same? (UK & US)

3. Gig economy? More employees? Fewer employees? About 
the same? (UK & US)

4. % gain in validity of ACs above GMA (intelligence) in 
predicting job performance compared to % gain in validity 
from job experience (years) – ACs higher? Lower? About 
same?

5. Does the consensus approach (e.g., wash up) to AC scores 
give better, worse or about same prediction of job 
performance as simple arithmetic method (e.g., calculating 
average)
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1.  Job tenure UK
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Job tenure USA
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2.  Job satisfaction UK
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USA
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3. Gig economy–some US commentators

 “Slowly but surely a revolution is taking shape – an entirely 
different kind of economy. The labor force of new entrepreneurs, 
which we call the Gig Economy, is growing a rapidly around 
the world and could soon represent as much as 50 per cent of 
the US workforce.” (Micha Kaufma)

 “Freelancing is the new normal — and this survey shows 
that America’s new workforce is big, crucial, and here to stay” 
(Sara Horowitz)

 “We’re in the middle of a sea change in how American 
employment works, and that’s a very good thing” (Gene Zain)

 “Gone is the era of the lifetime career, let alone the lifelong 
job and the economic security that came with it, having been 
replaced by a new economy intent on recasting full-time 
employees into contractors, vendors, and temporary workers.” 
(Nick Hanauer)
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Gig economy?
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Work Foundation (2016)

 “…there is not much evidence that the gig 
economy has so far fundamentally changed 
the long term structure of employment in 
either the US or the UK. This does not mean 
that it will not do so in the future.”
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Resolution Foundation (2015)

 But turn to official datasets and evidence for 
this revolution is hard to find. In both the US 
and the UK, the share of workers with 
permanent jobs hasn’t changed much in 
recent decades, and nor has multiple job 
holding. The share of workers who are self-
employed is actually falling in the US. While 
it had been rising quite rapidly in the UK, it 
has plateaued in the past year.
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4. % gain in validity of ACs above GMA predicting 
performance vs % gain from job experience (years)?

42(Schmidt, 2016)
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4. % gain in validity of ACs above GMA predicting 
performance vs % gain from job experience (years)?
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 Job experience has more than double 
incremental validity of AC scores
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An aside: Incremental validity for performance in 
training/development programs
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5. Consensus approach versus arithmetic mean: better, 
worse or about same prediction of job performance?

 .36 consensus approach vs .45 weighted mean 
(Dilchert & Ones, 2009 meta-analysis)
– “…suggests that summing the scores obtained by 

candidates on each dimension measured in an 
assessment centre provides a more accurate 
indication of their future job performance than 
deriving an overall assessment score through 
discussion in a consensus meeting.” (Dewberry, 
2011)

 “…the difference between the validity of 
mechanical and holistic data combination 
methods translated into an improvement in 
prediction of more than 50%.” (Kuncel et al, 
2013)
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So what? What’s wrong with strong and 
wrong beliefs?

 They’re a distraction and diversion

 How might such beliefs affect the decisions a 
work psychology or HR or AC practitioner 
(and their client) makes in relation to (for 
example)

– Recruitment practices?

– Retention practices?

– Improving job satisfaction?

– AC design
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Evidence-based practice can help because it’s 
about the conscientious, explicit, and 
judicious use of different sources of 
information
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Based on Pascale (1990)
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Fads and fashions get in the way

 Fads generally act as a barrier to clear and critical 
thinking

 Encourage solutioneering – identifying a ‘problem’ 
by the absence of the ‘solution’ (e.g., the problem is 
our managers have low emotional intelligence)

 Fads as interventions may be effective but

– Are not the panaceas they often claim to be

– Even if they work, effect may not be large and not known 
for decades (then no longer fads)

– May be no more effective than existing interventions

– Can be harmful

– Over-applied – to all organizations and problems
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A question

 Can you think of anything around now in 
selection & assessment or work psychology 
or HR you think might be a fad?
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Why do some people love fads?

 Cool, fun and neat – appeals to System 1 
thinking – fine if you’re buying a new pair of 
trousers or piece of kitchen equipment - but 
not if making very important decisions

 Defensive – can’t get into trouble if you do 
what everyone else and ‘winners’ seem to be 
doing

 Believe the latest thing is probably the best 
thing

 If others are doing it then surely it ‘works’
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Evidence-based practice can help because it’s 
about the conscientious, explicit, and 
judicious use of different sources of 
information
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A reminder…

 Academics are not particularly evidence-
based in their scientific or educational 
practices

 “If practitioners can’t trust what’s coming out 
of academia, we don’t have a reason to 
exist.” (Ernest O’Boyle)

 Scientific evidence just one of four sources of 
evidence and it is not necessarily any more 
reliable than the others
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How would you approach selection & assessment in 
an evidence-based way? [In pairs – 3 minutes]
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Another quote misattributed to Einstein

If I were given an hour in which to do a 
problem upon which my life depended, I would 

spend 40 minutes studying it, 15 minutes 
reviewing it and 5 minutes solving it.
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Start with a clear and well-identified 
problem (or opportunity)

 In evidence-based practice you never start with 
a tool or possible solution (dangers of 
solutioneering and cognitive bias)

 What, precisely, is the selection/assessment 
problem or opportunity?

– What is quantity and quality of evidence from four 
sources for problem or opportunity?

 Once identified, what solutions are most likely to 
work?

– What is quantity and quality of evidence from four 
sources for possible solution?
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What happens if we work backwards 
from ‘solution’ to ‘problem’?

 What is/are the problem/s Assessment 
Centers aim to fix [2 minutes on own]
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Some (un)reasonable observations and 
conclusions [1]

 In focusing on ACs we are ‘stuck’ or starting with a technique –
makes it difficult to start with a well-evidenced selection & 
assessment problem and take an evidence-based approach to 
choose ‘best’ solution – true in any field

 Inevitable professional, financial and personal conflicts of interests 
with doing what’s ‘best’ – though client may just want AC and not 
EBP

 The scientific findings element of the evidence is not strongly 
supportive of ACs (if their purpose is to predict future job 
performance or training/development performance)

 See also Jackson et al (2016) Everything That You Have Ever Been 
Told About Assessment Center Ratings Is Confounded – suggests 
AC dimensions/competencies explain .05% of variance in AC ratings 
(general performance effect 26%, exercise effect 30%)
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Some (un)reasonable observations and 
conclusions [2]

 We should view ACs “not only as a 
measurement and assessment process, but also 
as a complex set of social, administrative, 
political, and financial systems” (Dewberry & 
Jackson, 2016)

 Perhaps ACs are over-applied – become the 
default ‘answer’ to any selection & assessment 
‘problem’

 HR is very slowly getting in to evidence-based 
practice – clients becoming more savvy?
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Implications for ACs

 Focus less on

– Ever-more ‘sophisticated’ design/tweaking of ACs

– Debates about their incremental validity (enough 
evidence?)

– Defending ACs on principle

 Focus more on

– Diagnosing and understanding selection & assessment 
problems and opportunities faced by clients

– Understanding where and why ACs are or are not the 
most appropriate technique

– Challenge the ‘best practice’ notion

– Using the best available evidence to change AC practice
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My assumptions: We should…

 …do stuff that addresses important 
business/organizational problems (not trivial 
issues)

 …do stuff that is likely to work (not stuff that 
is unlikely work or has little effect)

 How do we do that…?
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